formal methods, logic, and their applications, e.g. biological systems, hardware design, networking, operating systems, programming languages, and security. Byron's work has gained significant attention, e.g. a substantial publication record, numerous keynote speaker invitations, and press coverage from Scientific American, Science, Vogue, Financial Times, Economist, and Wired. Byron's recent work at AWS has focused on automated logic-based reasoning for cloud security, with applications to cryptography, networks, policies, and virtualization. Prior to joining AWS, Byron was particularly well known for his work on automatic methods for proving program termination and the Terminator termination prover. This work represented a breakthrough, challenging the prevailing opinion in computer science at the time that automatic termination proving was impossible. Byron was also known for his contributions to SLAM and the Microsoft product Static Driver Verifier, which is sometimes credited for the revival of automatic program verification research.
Press coverage
• Amazon tests out two tools to help keep its cloud secure, Wired, Lily Hay Newman, July, 2018 https://www.wired.com/story/aws-cloud-security-tools-leaks/
• Why the blue screen of death no longer plagues Windows users , Nick Heath, ZDNet, September, 2013
• Modelling: Computing Cancer, Neil Savage, Nature, November 2012
• Dr. Byron Cook: Geek of the week, Richard Morris, Simple-Talk, September, 2010
• • Program termination, 24 graduate-level lecture hours at Carnegie Mellon University, 2008
• Program termination, 6 graduate-level lecture hours at Imperial College, 2008
• Program termination, 6 graduate-level lecture hours at Cambridge University, 2007
• Introduction to C++, 20 undergraduate-level lecture hours at The Evergreen State College, 1998
• Constructing Applets in Java, 10 undergraduate-level lecture hours at The Evergreen State College, 1998
• C++ and Java, Object Oriented Programming, 20 undergraduate-level lecture hours at The Evergreen State College, 1997
• C programming language: Introduction, 20 undergraduate-level lecture hours at The Evergreen State College, 1997
• Web programming in Perl, 10 undergraduate-level lecture hours at The Evergreen State College, 1997
• Tools developed
• Zelkova * : Constraint-based IAM policy reasoning tool. Internal Amazon tool used by Amazon/AWS products S3, Macie, Trusted Advisor, Config, and various internal tools. Discussed in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wvyc-VEUOns&t=2214 and https://www.wired.com/story/aws-cloud-security-tools-leaks/ .
• Tiros * : Constraint-based EC2 network reasoning tool. Internal Amazon tool used by forthcoming Amazon/AWS product and various internal tools. Discussed in https://www.wired.com/story/aws-cloud-security-tools-leaks/ .
• BMA * : Biological model analysis tool http://biomodelanalyzer.org/ Used in drugs discovery research by companies such as AstraZeneca (as discussed in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OEvk79JW78)
• Terminator and T2 : Program termination prover http://github.com/mmjb/T2
• SLAyer * : Shape analysis engine http://research.microsoft.com/SLAyer
• SLAM : Symbolic software model checker http://research.microsoft.com/SLAM
• Static Driver Verifier : Device driver correctness tool (Microsoft Windows product released through the Windows Device Driver Development Kit) https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/devtest/static-driver-verifier
• Zapato : Microsoft internal decision procedure framework used in SLAM. Note that Zapato led to Zap, which led to Z3
• Prover CL : Propositional SAT solver http://www.prover.com/products/ppi/cl.xml
• Prover SL : Symbolic model checker for finite-state systems http://www.prover.com/products/ppi/sl.xml 
